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We propose a measure for the “size” of a quantum superposition of two many-body states with 共supposedly兲
macroscopically distinct properties by counting how many single-particle operations are needed to map one
state onto the other. This definition gives sensible results for simple, analytically tractable cases and is consistent with a previous definition restricted to Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger-like states. We apply our measure to
the experimentally relevant, nontrivial example of a superconducting three-junction flux qubit put into a
superposition of left- and right-circulating supercurrent states, and we find the size of this superposition to be
surprisingly small.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In his landmark 1935 paper 关1兴, Schrödinger introduced
the notion of entanglement, and immediately pointed out its
implications for measurement-like setups, where a microscopic quantum superposition may be transferred into a superposition of two “macroscopically distinct” states. His
metaphor of a cat being in a superposition of “dead” and
“alive,” initially designed just to reveal the bizarre nature of
quantum mechanics, nowadays serves as a namesake and
inspiration for a whole generation of experiments designed
to test the potential limits of quantum mechanics in the direction of the transition to the “macroscopic” world, as well
as to display the experimentalists’ prowess in developing applications requiring the production of fragile superpositions
involving many particles. Recent experiments or proposals
of this kind include systems as diverse as Rydberg atoms in
microwave cavities 关2兴, superconducting circuits 关3–8兴,
optomechanical 关9,10兴 and nanoelectromechanical 关11兴 systems, molecule interferometers 关12兴, magnetic biomolecules
关13兴, and atom optical systems 关14兴 共for a review with more
references, see Ref. 关15兴兲.
The obvious question of just how many particles are involved in such a superposition has not found any general
answer so far 关15兴, and discussions of this point in relation to
existing experiments have often remained qualitative. While
the number of atoms participating in a macroscopic superposition of a C60 molecule being at either one of two positions
separated by more than its diameter is obviously 60, the mere
presence of a large number of particles in the system is not
sufficient in itself. This is demonstrated clearly by the example of a single electron being shared by two atoms in a
dimer, atop the background of a large number of “spectator
electrons” in the atoms’ core shells. Therefore, obtaining a
general measure for the “size” of a superposition of two
many-body states is nontrivial, especially for systems such as
superconducting circuits, where the relevant superimposed
many-body states are not spatially separated.
Before proposing our solution to this challenge, we state
right away that certainly more than one reasonable definition
is conceivable, depending on which features of the state are
1050-2947/2008/78共1兲/012109共5兲

deemed important for the superposition to be called “macroscopic.” Previous approaches can be roughly grouped into
two classes: Measures of the first kind involve considering
some judiciously chosen observable, evaluating the difference between its expectation values for the two superimposed states, and expressing the result in some appropriate
“microscopic units” 关15,16兴 or in units of the spread of the
individual wave packets 关17兴. Several recent experiments
have produced superpositions that, by those measures, are
remarkably “macroscopic.” For example, for the experiments
in Delft 关4兴 and SUNY 关5兴, the clockwise and counterclockwise circulating supercurrents, whose superposition was
studied, were in the micro-ampere range, leading to a difference of 106B or even 1010B in the magnetic moments,
respectively.
Measures of the second kind, in contrast, try to infer how
many particles are effectively involved in those superpositions, which will be the focus of our paper. This category
comprises Leggett’s “disconnectivity” 关15,16兴 and the measure of Dür, Simon, and Cirac 关18兴 共DSC兲. The latter applies
to a class of generalized Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger
共GHZ兲 states, which it compares to standard GHZ states in
terms of susceptibility to decoherence and entanglement content.
In this paper, we propose a general definition for the size
of a superposition state, or more precisely, for the effective
distance between its two constituent many-body states, that
is based on asking the following question: “How many
single-particle operations are needed 共on average兲 to map
one of the two states to the other?” 关See Fig. 1共a兲.兴
We will make this definition precise using the language of
second quantization and show that in simple analytically
tractable cases, it agrees with reasonable expectations and
with the measure of DSC 关18兴. After analyzing the general
features of our measure, we evaluate it numerically for a
superconducting three-junction flux qubit, whose eigenstates
we find by exact numerical diagonalization. The resulting
size turns out to be surprisingly small, which we attribute to
the fact that repeated applications of single-particle operators
quickly produce a very large Hilbert space, in which the
“target” many-body state can be represented accurately.
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Example of normal-state persistent
currents mentioned in the text, where D = 3 single-particle operations are needed to turn state 兩A典 into 兩B典. 共b兲 Hilbert spaces Hd
generated by repeated application of single-particle operators. 共c兲
Probability distribution P共D = d兲 for the distance D between two
BEC states or between the two components of a generalized GHZ
state, as a function of the angle between the corresponding singleparticle states, for N = 10 particles; see Eq. 共4兲.
II. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE

We start with a simple example. Consider a clean, ballistic, single-channel metallic ring capable of supporting
normal-state persistent currents of electrons. Suppose it is
put in a superposition of two Slater determinants, 兩A典 and
兩B典, which differ only in the number of right- and leftmoving electrons 关Fig. 1共a兲兴. The number of particles effectively participating in this superposition is clearly equal to
the number of particles that have to be converted from rightto left-movers, in order to turn one of these many-body states
into the other. This is identical to the number D of singleparticle operations that have to be applied to effect this
†
change: 兩B典⬀兿Dj=1ĉk⬘ĉk j兩A典.
j
When turning this into a general definition, we have to
realize that the “target” state 兩B典 might be a superposition of
components that can be created from 兩A典 by applying different numbers d of single-particle operations. In that case, we
will end up with a probability distribution P共D = d兲, defined
as the weights of these components, for the “distance” D
between 兩A典 and 兩B典 to equal d. Furthermore, repeated application of single-particle operations may lead to a state that
could have been created by a smaller number of such operations 共such as 兩B典⬀ĉ†k ĉk⬘ĉk†⬘ĉk兩A典⬀兩A典 if nk = 1 and nk⬘ = 0兲.
This has to be taken care of by projecting out the states that
have been reached already.
The general definition 共whether for fermions or bosons兲 is
obtained by starting from the Hilbert space H0 ⬅ span兵兩A典其,
and applying iteratively the following scheme, to generate
spaces H1 , H2 , . . . 关Fig. 1共b兲兴: Given a Hilbert space Hd, apply all possible single-particle operators ĉ†j ĉi to all of its vectors. Consider the span of the resulting vectors and subtract
the orthogonal projection on all previous Hilbert spaces,
H0 丣 H1 丣 ¯ 丣 Hd, thereby generating Hd+1. This scheme is

III. GENERALIZED GHZ STATES

Before discussing general features, let us consider an important example, namely a superposition of two noninteracting pure Bose condensates, 兩A典 and 兩B典, with N particles
being simultaneously in the single-particle state 兩␣典 or 兩␤典,
respectively, where 具␣ 兩 ␤典 = cos . We can write the two BEC
many-body states as 兩A典 = 共N!兲−1/2共ĉ†1兲N兩vac典 and 兩B典
= 共N!兲−1/2共cos ĉ†1 + sin ĉ†2兲N兩vac典, with ĉ†1 creating a particle
in state 兩␣典, and ĉ†2 creating a particle in the state that defines
the orthogonal direction in span兵兩␣典 , 兩␤典其 共we have dropped a
potentially present, but irrelevant global phase兲. Expanding
兩B典, we find
兩B典 =

1

N

兺
冑N! d=0

冉冊

N
共sin ĉ†2兲d共cos ĉ†1兲N−d兩vac典.
d

共3兲

Then 兩vd典 = 关d!共N − d兲!兴−1/2共ĉ†2兲d共ĉ†1兲N−d兩vac典 is a normalized
state that can be reached from 兩A典 in exactly d applications of
the single-particle operator ĉ†2ĉ1, i.e., 兩vd典 苸 Hd. Thus, 兩B典
may be represented in the form 共1兲, with coefficients
d =

冑冉 冊

N
sind  cosN−d  .
d

共4兲

The resulting distribution P共D = d兲 = 兩d兩2 is binomial 关Fig.
1共c兲兴, with probability p = sin2  = 1 − 円具␣ 兩 ␤典円2, and thus the
average distance turns out to be D̄ = Np. It will be maximal,
D̄ = N, for two orthogonal single-particle states, as expected.
This example can be transcribed into spin-language, by considering the states 兩A典 = 兩 ↑ 典N and 兩B典 = 共cos 兩 ↑ 典 + sin 兩 ↓ 典兲N.
In that case, we have to adapt our approach by defining
single-spin operators as the single-particle operations, and
replace ĉ†2ĉ1 by 兺Nj=1ˆ −共j兲. Straightforward algebra shows the
results for P共D = d兲 and D̄ to be the same. Comparing to DSC
关18兴, where such generalized GHZ states were analyzed, we
find that our result agrees precisely with theirs, for this special class of states, to which the analysis of DSC was restricted.
IV. GENERAL FEATURES

We can prove that the Hilbert spaces Hd thus constructed
do not depend on the choice of the single-particle basis used
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Circuit diagram of the three-junction flux qubit. 共b兲 Equivalent representation in the charge basis. 共c兲
Energy-level diagram for EJ / EC = 20 and ␣ = 1, as a function of magnetic frustration. At f = 0.5, the ground and first excited state are
superpositions of left- and right-going current states, 兩 ⫾ I典, the states between which we calculate the “distance” D. The current distribution
in the ground state is displayed in the inset.

to define the operators ĉ†i ĉ j. Consider an arbitrary unitary
change of basis, ĉi⬘ = 兺 jUijĉ j. Starting from an arbitrary vector 兩v典, we want to show that span兵ĉi⬘†ĉ⬘j 兩v典其 = span兵ĉ†i ĉ j兩v典其
共where i , j range over the basis兲. Indeed, any vector 兩w典 from
the Hilbert space on the left-hand-side can be written as
兩w典 = 兺i⬘,j⬘,i,ji⬘,j⬘Ui* iU j⬘ jĉ†i ĉ j兩v典, which is an element of the
⬘
right-hand-side 共and vice versa兲. As a result, no particular
basis 共e.g. position兲 is singled out.
We can prove as well that the distance is symmetric
under interchange of 兩A典 and 兩B典 for an important class of
states, namely those connected by time-reversal 共such as leftand right-going current states considered below兲. With
respect to a position basis of real-valued wave functions, this
means 兩A典 = 兩B典*. In that case, since the single-particle opera= 共HB→A
兲 *,
tors can be chosen real-valued, we have HA→B
d
d
A→B
B→A
making the weights P
共D = d兲 and P
共D = d兲 equal.
The example treated above can also be expressed in
this way, by an appropriate change of basis, with
兩A / B典 ⬀ 关cos共 2 兲ĉ†1 ⫾ i sin共 2 兲ĉ†2兴N兩vac典. For other, nonsymmetric pairs of states 兩A典 , 兩B典, this is not true any longer,
i.e., PA→B can become different from PB→A. An extreme example is provided by the states 兩A典 = 冑12 共兩N , 0典 + 兩0 , N典兲 and
兩B典 = 兩N − 1 , 1典, for N bosons on two islands 共with 兩n1 , n2典 denoting the particle numbers兲. Here PA→B共D = 1兲 = 1, but
PB→A共D = 1兲 ⬍ 1, with PB→A共D = N − 1兲 ⫽ 0. In the following,
we will restrict our discussion to time-reversed pairs of
states.

description, we would describe tunneling by a term ĉ†i ĉ j,
where ĉ j annihilates a Cooper pair on island j. However, as
the total “background” number of Cooper pairs n̄ on any
island is very large and ultimately drops out of the calculation, the more convenient 共and standard兲 approach is to consider instead operators e−iˆ j = 兺n兩n − 1典 j具n兩 j that reduce the
number of Cooper pairs on island j by exactly one. Then, the
tunneling term becomes n̄−1ĉ†i ĉ j 哫 ei共ˆ i−ˆ j兲, while the total
electrostatic energy may be expressed by the number operators n̂ j that count the number of excess Cooper pairs on each
island. These two types of operators define the single-particle
operators needed in our approach.
Let us now apply the measure defined above to a particular, experimentally relevant case, namely the three-junction
flux qubit that has been developed in Delft 关3,4,19兴. Three
superconducting islands are connected by tunnel junctions
共Fig. 2兲, where the tunneling amplitude is given by the
Josephson coupling EJ, and the charging energy EC = e2 / 2C
is determined by the capacitance C of the junctions. One of
the junctions is smaller by a factor of ␣, introducing an
asymmetry that is important for the operation of the device
as a qubit. The tunneling term in the Hamiltonian is given by

ĤJ = −

EJ i共ˆ −ˆ 兲 i共ˆ −ˆ 兲
共e 2 1 + e 3 2 + ␣ei共ˆ 1−ˆ 3+兲 + H.c.兲, 共5兲
2

V. APPLICATION TO SUPERCONDUCTING CIRCUITS

A superconducting circuit such as a Cooper pair box or a
flux qubit device can be viewed as a collection of metallic
islands between which Cooper pairs are allowed to tunnel
coherently through Josephson junctions. Adopting a bosonic

where the externally applied magnetic flux ⌽ = f⌽0 is expressed in units of the flux quantum ⌽0 = h / 共2兩e兩兲 to define
the frustration f that enters the extra tunneling phase 
= 2 f. The charging Hamiltonian is
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Average many-body distance D̄ between the left- and right-going current states forming the ground
state of a three-junction flux qubit at f = 0.5, plotted as a function of
EJ / EC, for various asymmetry parameters ␣. 共b兲 Corresponding
probability distribution for ␣ = 0.8. 共c兲 Magnitude I of the average
current in the two current states, and average charge fluctuation ␦N
in the ground state 关symbols as in 共a兲兴.

Ĥch =

冉

冊

1
共Q̂1 − Q̂3兲2
Q̂21 + Q̂23 −
,
2C
2 + 1/␣

共6兲

with Q̂ j = 2en̂ j and the restriction 兺3j=1Q̂ j = 0. For simplicity,
we have neglected the small effects of the self-inductance
and external gate electrodes.
At f = 0.5, the classical left- and right-going current states
are degenerate in energy, and quantum tunneling 共via the
charging term兲 leads to an avoided crossing, with the
ground and first excited state becoming superpositions of the
two current states. We diagonalize the current operator
Î = −Ĥ / ⌽ in the two-dimensional subspace of the ground
and first excited states, which results in eigenvalues ⫾I belonging to the two counterpropagating current states 兩 ⫾ I典.
The distance D between the states 兩 ⫾ I典 then provides a measure of how “macroscopic” the ground- 共or excited-兲 state
superposition is, in the sense of the approach outlined above.
Our calculations have been performed in the charge basis,
by truncating the Hilbert space to 共2⌬n + 1兲2 states 兩n1 , n2 , n3典
with n1,2 = −⌬n ¯ + ⌬n 共and n3 = −n1 − n2兲. Exact numerical
diagonalization of Ĥ = ĤJ + Ĥch yields the ground state and
the first excited state, and, from them, the current states
兩 ⫾ I典, as explained above. The approach is then implemented
by applying iteratively all possible single-particle operators
共represented as matrices兲, starting from 兩A典 = 兩 + I典. The target
state 兩B典 = 兩−I典 is represented as a superposition 共1兲 in the
resulting Hilbert spaces Hd, which yields the weights
P共D = d兲.
Figure 3 shows the resulting average distance D̄ 共calculated with ⌬n = 6兲. The fact that D 艌 1 is a consequence of
defining the two states 兩A典 and 兩B典 as the eigenstates of the
Hermitean current operator, which makes them orthogonal
by default, thus P共D = 0兲 = 0. At ␣ = 1, the monotonic rise of
D̄ with EJ / EC is expected, as a larger EJ / EC allows the
charges on each island to fluctuate more strongly, implying

that more Cooper pairs can effectively contribute to the current states. The nonmonotonic dependence on EJ / EC for ␣
⬍ 1 was unexpected, but is likely due to the fact that smaller
values of ␣ tend to make the two counterpropagating current
states no longer a “good” basis 共the ring is broken for ␣ = 0兲.
In Fig. 3共c兲, we have plotted both the expectation value of
the current operator in one of the two superimposed states, as
well as the average particle number fluctuation ␦N in the
ground state, where ␦N2 ⬅ 31 兺3j=1具共n̂ j − 具n̂ j典兲2典. Evidently, neither of these quantities can be directly correlated to the average distance D̄, apart from the general trend for all of them
to usually increase with increasing EJ / EC.
What is initially surprising is the fact that the distance
remains small, although the examples discussed earlier
clearly show that much larger distances may be reached in
principle when applying our measure. In contrast, the “disconnectivity” for the Delft setup was estimated 关15兴 to be on
the order of 106, although a rigorous calculation seems very
hard to do. Two reasons underly our finding for the flux
qubit: First, it appears that the flux qubit considered here is
really not that far from the Cooper pair box. In the Cooper
pair box 关20兴, only a single Cooper pair tunnels between two
superconducting islands, yielding D = 1. In fact, allowing
only for a small charge fluctuation 共e.g., ⌬n = 4兲 on each
island of the flux qubit system is sufficient to reproduce the
exact low-lying energy levels of this Hamiltonian to high
accuracy for the parameter range considered here, since the
charge fluctuations grow only slowly with EJ / EC, as observed in Fig. 3共c兲 关␦N ⬃ 共EJ / EC兲1/4 at large EJ / EC兴. This
means from the outset that very large values for D may not
be expected. Second, when analyzing the structure of the
generated Hilbert spaces Hd, it becomes clear that the dimensions of those spaces grow very fast with d, due to the
large number of combinations of different single-particle operators that are applied. For that reason, it turns out that the
“target state” 兩B典 = 兩−I典 can accurately be represented as a
superposition of vectors lying within the first few of those
spaces, yielding a rather small distance D̄.

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Taking up again the discussion of the Introduction, we
would like to put our measure into context and first make a
few comments on the idea of trying to figure out the “size of
a Schrödinger cat state.”
It is clear that various reasonable answers can be given to
that question. This fact alone should not be construed as
meaning that the whole enterprise is pointless. It rather indicates that there are different aspects to macroscopic superposition states, and each measure by necessity emphasizes one
共or a few兲 of them. As long as this is kept in mind when
discussing the results and comparing the answers, no misunderstandings will result. Thus it can be very useful to work
out several measures for a given problem, wherever that is
possible.
We recall the typical approaches known in the literature
共as mentioned already in the Introduction兲. 共i兲 One can be
interested in the physical distances between two positions of
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states and a bosonic system. A future comparison with the
definition presented here could be interesting, but is beyond
the scope of the present work.
Our measure for the “size” of superposition states can be
applied, in principle, to any superposition of many-body
states with constant particle number. In practice, however,
we have to concede that the brute force numerical approach
applied to the superconducting qubit example quickly runs
into trouble as the dimension of the Hilbert space or the
number of one-particle operators grows. This is because
there is an exponential growth of the subspaces encountered
during the algorithm. Therefore, except for the analytically
solvable cases 共like the GHZ example兲, addressing examples
with larger cat sizes will presumably require some refinements of the algorithm.
Future challenges include the extension to states without a
fixed particle number and the comparison to other measures,
besides the DSC result 关18兴. In those cases in which different
particles couple to independent environments 共as was assumed in DSC兲, our measure is expected to be an indication
of the decoherence rate with which the corresponding superposition is destroyed, and it would be interesting to verify
this in specific cases.

a particle in real space, but then the question arises what
“microscopic” unit to compare against, in order to obtain a
dimensionless measure of size. 共ii兲 More generally, one can
measure the difference of some arbitrary 共one-particle兲 observable, again in microscopic units. 共iii兲 One can ask about
the “number of particles” involved in the superposition,
which is the approach we have taken here. Again, there are
alternative ways of quantifying this. 共iv兲 One can also ask
about the susceptibility to decoherence 共which was one route
suggested in 关18兴 for a special case兲, but then it seems the
answer will depend strongly on the noise model adopted to
describe the fluctuations of the decohering environment. All
of these approaches provide useful information, and all of
them are 共more or less directly兲 connected with the notion of
“the size” of the superposition.
Our specific measure deals with the size in terms of the
number of particles being actually involved in the superposition state. When the present work was first submitted, we
were aware only of one generally applicable measure of that
sort, the one suggested by Leggett 关15,16兴, but it had never
been quantitatively evaluated for any nontrivial state 共to the
best of our knowledge兲. We emphasize that the measure by
DSC, against which we compare at one point, can only be
applied to generalized GHZ states, i.e., essentially a oneparametric family of states. In comparison, the general
many-body states we discuss represent a vastly larger class
of states. Since the initial submission of the present paper,
another team of authors has put forward a definition that is
also applicable to superpositions of many-body states. They
suggested to calculate the number of particles that would
have to be measured to distinguish the two states with confidence 关21兴. That approach was applied to generalized GHZ
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